The Causes and Necessity of Recalling our Elected Officials
A declaration by WE THE PEOPLE of Arizona and the Republic of the United States of America setting
forth the causes and necessity of recalling our elected officials Governor Doug Ducey, Secretary of State
Katie Hobbs, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Maricopa County Board of Supervisors Jack
Sellers, Steve Chucri, Bill Gates, Clint Hickman and Steve Gallardo and Senator Paul Boyer.
America is an exceptional country because it is ruled of the people, by the people and for the people
based on the rule of law which applies to all no matter what your background, race, ethnicity, or
economic level, at least, that is how it is supposed to work. We are at a crossroads where we may no
longer be able to claim this as true unless WE THE PEOPLE make it so. We are a peaceful, kind and caring
people and have trusted our governments who consist of our friends and neighbors to govern us with
wisdom and fairness and to uphold the Constitution of our United States of America as well as the State
of Arizona because they received the consent of the governed.
Over the course of the past year, when the people have not agreed with the rulings, actions and
statements of our elected and unelected officials we have let them know through our letters, emails,
calls and protests. We have in numerous ways and in great numbers shown our preferences and asked
for them to listen to the people but our protests and requests have fallen on deaf ears. These are the
grievances that have been put forth by WE THE PEOPLE of ARIZONA:
Governor Ducey:
Violated our rights through unconstitutional mandates under his Corona Virus executive orders
Played King by picking and choosing essential/unessential or winners and losers
Punitive and harmful targeted legal actions towards Arizona businesses
Interfered with patient-doctor privileges by issuing limitations on lifesaving drugs
Refused to acknowledge the evidence of voter fraud presented to him
Certified a fraudulent election while simultaneously denying our right to see the results
Secretary of State Katie Hobbs:
Dereliction of duty as top official tasked with elections to oversee the gleaning of the voter rolls
Failed to oversee the systems in place by counties who are allowing faulty and illegal voting regulations
Allowed faulty and hackable voting equipment to be utilized without due diligence or concern
Failed miserably in protecting our right as the people to oversee the election process
Allowed election laws set forth by the legislature such as deadlines to be broken without concern
Negligence and failure to act in a responsible manner leading to distrust in the election systems
Lack of cooperation with the request of the people for a full forensic audit of all ballots

State Superintendent of Public Instruction Kathy Hoffman:
Caters to the pressure of the teacher unions and ignores the well-being of Arizona’s students
Has overseen the inadequate education of students being locked out of in-person learning
Creating incredible hardships for teachers trying to provide an adequate education online
Actions are complicit in rising suicide rates, increasing depression among young people
Deprived our children and young people of their socializing, clubs and sports activities
Complicit in creating chaos for families due to incoherent, agenda driven mandates and rules
Refuses to use actual science to determine guidelines that show 99.7 % recovery rate of virus
Imposes strict rules with in-person schools wearing masks, quarantines and inciting fear
Promoting controversial and appalling sexual education curriculum

Maricopa County Board of Supervisors: Sellars, Chucri, Gates, Hickman and Gallardo:

Failed to protect our rights through unconstitutional lock down orders and mask mandates
Refuse to determine guidelines based on actual science and will not lift the emergency orders
Actions have led to the permanent closing of small businesses and incredible burdens on others
Subverting our right to a fair election and creating uncertainty for elections in the future
Lied, stalled, used deceptive political maneuvering to fight our own legislature to do their oversight duty
Purchased Dominion Voting Machines knowing it had been rejected by Texas three times
Certified election even with hundreds of affidavits alleging wrong and illegal actions
Proclaims most secure and transparent election but refuses to prove it
Refuses to acknowledge the 254,700 + votes under question and do anything to rectify them

WE THE PEOPLE after all these months and appeals to these elected officials, deem it necessary to sever
our ties with them and replace them with public servants who believe that they have been put in place
by the people to govern in a wise, constitutional manner for the good of the people. It is with this in
mind that we ask for these elected officials to be recalled. If you agree, then sign the petition and join in
the fight for our freedoms. Go to wethepeopleazalliance.com for more information.

